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Abstract 

The Tevatron lattice has regions of nonzero dispersion which infiuence 
the beam size al the crossings locations. During 6 on 6 Collider opera- 
tion, each pbar bunch sees 12 crossings per revolution, producing large 
tune shifts. Estimates of the linear beam-beam tune shift are given for 
various Tevatron lattices. These estimates are compared with those us- 
ing the Round Beam Approximation. Comparison between predictions 

and measured pbar tunes are made. 

Introduction 

A realistic estimate of the linear beam-beam tune shift is necessary 
for the selection of an optimum working point in the tune diagram. 
Estimates of the beam-beam tune shift using the ‘Round Beam Ap- 
proximation’ (RBA) have over estimated the tune shift for the Teva- 
tron. For a hadron machine with unequal lattice functions and beam 
sizes, an explicit calculation using the beam size at the crossings is 
required.’ 

Present Calculations 

The present calculations are based upon a linearized strong-weak 
model of the beam-beam interaction.’ Considering only the linear por- 
tion of the field, the maximum linear beam-beam tune shift, [, for an 
elliptical beam with a gaussian distribution, is given by ss.* 
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where N is the bunch intensity, rP is the classical proton radius (r, = 
1.535~10~” m), 0 = U/C and for the Tevatron equals 1, p5,Y is the 
beta function at the crossing, 7 is the energy normalization, and v,,~ 
is the “strong” beam size at the crossing. The expression for the beam 
size is 

uz,, = tNIOZ~X. 
WYP) + +v 

where v,,~ is the standard deviation of the transverse beam profile 
distribution, CN is the normalized emittance, 0 is the Courant-Snyder 
amplitude function. yB is a kinematical factor for normalizing the emit- 
tanrr, the 6 in 6s gives a 95% estimate emittance, 1 is the dispersion 
function, and up/p is the standard deviation of the momentum distri- 
bution. 

To calculate [l,y for the Tevatron, the crossing locations: which are 
dependent on the choice of cogging offset for the pbars, must be deter- 
mined. The lattice/cogging offset combinations used in the Tevatron 
Collider are: I) the Fixed target lattice with a 56 bucket cogging offset 
for the pbars used at injection, 2) the fixed target lattice with collision 
point cogging, 3) the ‘DEJ’s low beta lattice, 4) the 1987 100% solution 
mini beta lattices, 5) and the 1988 matched mini beta lattice’. 

During t,he filling cycle. the beam will sample three or more of the 
above lattices. Since it is of import,ance to keep the tune shift to a min- 
imum, the tune shifts for each of these lattices are calculated. Figure 
1 shows the horizontal tune shift for each lattice. The first observation 
~~. ______-- 
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Figure 1: Horizontal tune shift of seven lattices used in the Tevatron. 
AlI calculations assume 6 El0 protons per bunch and a vertical ernit- 
tance of 20 x-mm-mr and a up/p of .5x10e3 and .15x10e3 for 150 Gev 
and 900 Gev, respectively. 

is that for a typical horizontal emittance of 25~ the horizontal tune 
shift varies by almost a factor of 2. The second and probably the most 
important observation is that the 900 Gev injection cogged configura- 
tion has the largest horizontal tune shift while the 150 Gev collision 
point cogged scenario has the smallest tune shift. 

Comparison with RBA ______.-- -.. 

If we assume: 1) equal beam sizes for the protons, o,=byr 2) the 
crossings occur at locations of zero dispersion, n=O, and 3) equal hori- 
zontal and vertical lattice functions, pz=pv, the expression in equation 
1 simplifies to 

[ y!! pev crossing. 

This expression, for the Round Beam Approximation, is independent 
of the beta function at the crossing, the energy, and gives the same 
tune shift for both horizontal and vertical Q = tU tunes. 

A comparison between the ‘RBA’ and calculations using equation 
1 is shown in Figure 2. The solid data points represent the the tune 
shift calculation using expression 2 for the beam sigma, i.e. a non-zero 
dispersion. Below about 30 rr the ‘RBA’ over estimates this tune shift 
while above about 40 T the ‘RBA’ predicts a slightly smaller value. 

The open data points show the effect of neglecting the dispersion in 
the expression for the beam sigma, i.e. that n or up/p is zero. Bere, 
the tune shift is dependent only on the bunch intensity (N) and the 
lattice functions (&$I,) at the crossings. The tune shift in increased 
by a factor of 2 for a horizontal emittance of 10 x. The effect is less 
pronounced as the horizontal emittance is increased. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of RBA with exact ralrr~latinn casing 151) Grv 
Trvatrw~ lattice. Both calclllations assump 6 EIO protons per bunch 
and a vertiral rmittance of 20 r-mm-mr. The Tevatron lattice assumes 
injection cogging of 56 buckets. 

SYNCH Calculation 

If we rquate t,hp tune shift due to a thin quad, 

6v- Ia’ 47r f 

where ~3 is the brta function at the crossing, with equation 1, the focal 
length of the bean-beam lens is found to bc 

1 2NT, 
f - YUw('T, t 0,) 

per crossing. (5) 

Mal.rices representing quadrupole lenses focusing in hoth planes were 
added to the SYNCH data file at the I2 crossing locations. The focal 
Irngths were calculated assuming a fixed target lattice, an energy of 150 
Grv. collision point cogging, horizontal and vertical ernittances of 25rr 
and 2!1*, bunch intensity of 7.5 EI~ and a up/p of .5 E-3. These valurs 
reprrsrnt a weak beam-beam intrrartion with a focal length of about 
4.2 km. ‘1’1:~ tune of the nrw lattice was calculated and compared to 
the lat tire wit hont the additional nonlinear lenses. 

The tone shift calculated by SYNCH agrees with that calculated by 
equation I (for the samr conditions) to within .6 %. 

11 comparison of thr lattice functions at thr crossings hctwcrn thr 
lattices with and without the nonlinear lrnsrs was made. The beta 
fonrtion~ at mrh rrnssing show a decrease of less than 1.5% for the 
lattice wirh the lenses, exwpt the horizontal heta at IlO which shoard 
a .2% increase. This change in the lattice functions due to the beam- 
hrarn intrrartiorl is rrfrrrcd to as the dynamic beta cffrct2. If (hr 
emittanres were reduced or the hunch intensity increased, this dynamir 
beta effect would be more prono~mced. Chao’ points out that the 111~ 
minosity should scale as the ratio of the nnpPrturlwr1 to the prrturbrd 
beta functions, I?/#‘, at the rrossings. Additionally, Chao puint s out 
that the weak beam is most unstable if the tune advance, zij/‘Lr;, be- 
tween crossings is ,just below .5 and most, st,able if just xbovr 5. For 

the injcrt ia)rt r(~gged fixrd t arge1 lat t icr, 1 he lll”6~ advanrr brf wee,, the 
crossings in the nnpwt,urhrd lat t irp is in the rangr of I .54 to I .60 which 
is slightly above a tune of .5. 

Cogging 

The current ‘I’evatron injrct ion srhemt fills I he Twatron with 6 pro- 
ton bunches sparrd around the ring and thqn injwts a pbar bunch 
between each pair of proton hunches. The separation between proton 
hunches is about 3.5 ~sec or about I .05 kilometers. This requires the 
pbar injection kicker to be fast enough to inject phars without effecting 
the neighboring proton bunches. Since the dway time of the kicker is 
longer than the rise time, the pbars are injrctrd ahout 1.05 ,isec after 
each proton hunch which rorresponds to a 56 bucket offset. Previous 
pbar kicker timing experiments show that the phar injection cogging 
offset cannot be moved mow than + /- 2 or 3 buckets without effecting 
the npighhoring protons.’ 

A scan of the linear beam-beam tunr shift was made for various 
crossing points in the Tevatron lattice to show the rrlxtitrnship between 
thr tunr sllift. and thr l&tire paramrt.ers, B and 7,. This scan was 
accomplished by varying the cogging offset for the A I (pbar) hunch 
from 0 to 186 buckets. This shift.s the relative location of the Al bunch 
to all 6 proton bunches and shifts the 12 collision points between the 
Al hunch and the 6 proton bunches. As the offset is changed through 
one sector (186 hurket.s) this maps out the tune shift through the entire 
Tevatron lattice. This procedure was used to map out five Tevatron 
lattices used during this run.’ 
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Figure 3: Linear tune shift as a function of crossing location. Calcula- 
tions assume 150 Gev Tevatron fixed target lattice, 6 El0 protons per 
bunch, O-~/P of .5 E-3, ch~l5a-mm-mr, and c,p20n-mm-mr. The cur- 
rent injection offset of 56 buckrts and the offset to produce the !owest 
average shift are marked. 

The first lattice of interrst is the Tevatron 150 Gw fixed target 
lattice used during injection. This is shown in Figure 3. ‘I’hr crossings 
take place between the 15 and 16 location and betwrrn the 35 and 36 
locations in all six sectors for the current injection cogging offset of 
56 blrckrts. Collision point cogging at I.50 Grv will rvdurc the average 
tune shift from ,020 t,o .0157. The horizontal tone shift is reduced while 
not rffrcting the vertical lo a great, extrnt. Thr oscillatory nature of 
the horizontal tune shift is due to thr variati<>n c~f D and 7 around the 
ring. Thr rnit~irnom horiznntal value corresponds to crossing points 
jnTt upstream of thr 28 location and downstream of the 29 location 
whrrr r, i:; large, about .1 to 5 metrrs. 
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Figure 4: T11np spectra (at 150 Gev) from both the proton and pbar 
output, spigot,s of the F17 horizontal Srhottky detector. Thp upper 
spectrum was taken with the pbars in thv injection cogged position. 
The lower spectrum was taken after the pbars were collision point 
cogged. The 2/Sth’ and the 3/7thd resonance lines are indicated as 
dashed and dot-dashed lines. 

Figure 4 clearly shows a shift in the right hand edge of the spectra. 
The lower sprrtrvm, rrpresenting collision point cogging clrarly has a 
smaller tune shift. A rough measurement of the magnitude of thr shift 
shows a diffrrt-nrt-, AvmRI. of -.0062 5 ,002. The uncertainty in this 
number rrprcsrnts how well the edge of the tune distribution can be 
measured. 

If one looks at thp spectra from the pbar output of a Schottky detec- 
tor and assume that the right hand pdgr of the spectra corresponds 
to the maximum tulle of thr pbars, urnor, and the base proton tune, 
vo, is known (from a proton only store) a maximum tune shift could 
br mrasurrd. This would br given by: 

TV bn,, 4l. (6) 
If the base I,roton tune is not known, a comparison of spectra be- 

t ween two diffrrrnt cogging offsets should yield the difference in pbar 
I one shifts brt \I’PC*I the two cogging off&s. This is, in effect, a mea- 
sure of the diffrrencc in the lattice functions at the different crossings. 
Taking thr tlmc diffrrrncr of thr right hand rdgr of the horizontal tune 
spectra befrlrp and after cogging as a measure of the maximum pbar 
tunes, the relative differcmce between cogging offsets may be inferred 
from equation 7: 

t aftrr [before ~ (%,, uO)u/t.~ (&,,ns VO)befm 

I 1 inj cog. .0219 
/ 

AE -.00X6 

This -1& is 1o br romparrd with thr Au, in Figure 4. 
Large losses during t hc low bet a qurezr pcrsuadrd us to revert, bark 

to collision point cogging at flat top until the losses were understood 
and better pbar tune mCasurenlrnis arp possible. 

C.o.nc!u&n-3 
For the Trvatron latticrs studied (using typical beam emittances) 

the ‘RBA’ always over predicts the linear ralrulation. Thr SYNCH 
calculations using non- linear lenses dub to the beam-beam interaction 
agree with the linear calrulations. The dynamic beta effect is small 
for the injection cogged fixed target lattice. The reullts of the cog- 
ging rxpprimmt scrm to agree in sign and order of magnitude to the 
predictions of the linear tune shift calrulations. 
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3 ~ ~hn,z (7) 
llsing thr measured bunch intensities and emittancrs for the pro- 

tons. t hr linear t,une shift of the pbars was ralculated for the 150 Gev 
injrrtion cogged lattice and the 150 G?v collision point cogged latticr. 
Thrsr tune shifts arP tabulated below with the bottom line being the 
rxprrt~d shift in the maximum pbar tune,~v,,,, b&wren the different 
ragging offsets. 
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